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ABSTRACT Persistent digital identities allow individuals to prove who they are across the Internet. For decades, individuals have relied on large identity providers (for example, Google and Facebook). In recent years, the advent of so-called self-sovereign identities (SSI) has increasingly been approved by national governments. This decentralized approach provides users with a way to maintain control over the information associated with their identities. Yet, the design of these wallets to enable users to act in a privacy-preserving manner when sharing data with requesting services remains an open question. Based on a qualitative pre-study, we chart the design space for privacy-preserving user interfaces for SSI wallets and explore several designs to understand user adoption and decision-making processes. A qualitative user study (N=16) based on realistic scenarios revealed that while the proposed designs generally increase privacy awareness, participants trade data for convenience. Our study is complemented by guidelines for designers of future user interfaces for smartphone SSI wallets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For many decades, persistent digital identities, which are information used by individuals to prove who they are on the Internet, have been issued by large identity providers, such as Facebook (Facebook Connect) and Google (Google Sign-In) [1]. These identity providers store data on servers and manage it centrally. However, central management can lead to potential misuse, as demonstrated by the Cambridge Analytica scandal [2]. In addition, these identity providers can aggregate large amounts of data, such as which service is used and when. The concentration of only a few identity providers is also problematic if accounts are taken over by, for example, a successful phishing attack [3].

More recently, self-sovereign identities (SSI) [4], [5] moved into focus. Individuals thereby receive control over the information associated with their identities. Rather than using central storage, SSI implementations utilize so-called wallets [6]. This approach has rapidly gained popularity, as demonstrated by the European Union’s (EU) plan for the new electronic Identification, Authentication, and trust Services (eIDAS) regulation. eIDAS 2.0 uses a digital ID wallet, allowing citizens to save their documents and personal information, including the official eID, in a wallet app. In eIDAS, the eID should be usable across all member states [7]. To apply SSI, the user, also called holder, receives identity information from at least one issuer (a home organization, such as the EU) in their wallet. These so-called verifiable credentials (VCs) [8] are then transmitted anonymously, or at least pseudonymously, from the holder to the verifier, i.e., the service provider (e.g., a webshop or a local authority). Each entity within the SSI ecosystem is represented by decentralized identifiers (DIDs) with a data set described by a DID document [9]. DID documents are typically stored in decentralized storage, such as blockchains, distributed ledgers, or decentralized networks [10].

As the complexity of the underlying structures makes it difficult for users to handle them, they are hidden by wallet implementations. At the same time, the implementations of
In this paper, we explore factors supporting users’ decision to disclose personal data when using wallets to manage self-sovereign identities (SSI). In particular, we chart a design space for awareness designs and compare different design concepts to assist people in making privacy-preserving decisions.

these early-stage SSI wallets still face many unsolved challenges [11], particularly regarding the user interface. Even though they provide more convenience to users than conventional solutions, they also require high responsibility from individual users. With SSI, users must handle and manage their data instead of only consenting to its release. Therefore, it is not only the company’s but also the users’ responsibility to protect their privacy. Consequently, users must be aware of their data and privacy to protect them. The wallet design is essential as users use wallets to manage their data. To support the design of future user interfaces for mobile SSI wallets, our work was driven by the following five research questions.

RQ1: Are users willing to adopt mobile SSI as a new identity management concept?
RQ2: What is the users’ understanding of the underlying SSI paradigm? How does it influence their actions?
RQ3: How can users be supported in making responsible use of their data using mobile SSI wallets?
RQ4: How can users be made aware of the sensitivity of their data?
RQ5: How can the design of the mobile user interface help users make privacy-preserving decisions?

We believe that the user interface plays an important role in this regard. However, designing such an interface presents several challenges. Hence, the question is whether users will eventually be willing to spend more time controlling their shared data if this leads to more privacy. Based on the findings of a qualitative pre-study, we explore the design space of user interfaces for mobile SSI wallets that increase privacy awareness (see Fig. 1). A qualitative user study (N=16) with real-world scenarios reveals that privacy-aware designs can indeed increase the user’s privacy concern and influence data-sharing behavior to some extent. Moreover, it shows that trust in the entity is essential for the participants and that other benefits, such as convenience, may be more important in some scenarios. Our work is complemented by reflecting on how the designs influence users’ understanding of SSI wallets and behavior in different application scenarios.

The contribution of our work is threefold: First, based on related work, a study of SSI wallets, and a pre-study, we chart a design space and identify privacy-enhancing features for the design of mobile SSI wallets. Second, we implement and evaluate different wallet designs, exploring users’ behavior regarding privacy-preserving data management. Third, we provide lessons learned and discuss how our findings can support designers of future user interfaces for SSI wallets.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We outline related work in Section II. Then, in Section III, we define the terminology applied in this article and compare different real-world SSI wallets. The research approach is described in Section IV. The research approach is used in the pre-study (see Section V) and in the main user study (see Section VII). The results of the pre-study result in the design space (see Section VI), which is applied in the user study to determine whether awareness designs can support users’ decisions. Finally, we discuss our approach in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Our work draws from prior research on privacy and privacy-enhancing designs (Section II-A) and SSI (Section II-B). We briefly summarize the need for our study in Section II-C.

A. PRIVACY AND PRIVACY-ENHANCING DESIGNS

Large identity providers issue increasingly persistent digital identities while storing and managing data centrally. Although the log-in is convenient, business models based on the collection and use of data may not be in the interest of users, and central management enables misuse. According to Statista, the number of daily active Facebook users worldwide has increased yearly since 2011 despite the Cambridge Analytica scandal [12]. Furini et al. [13] argue that this may...
be due to users not knowing about their data being used. Another possibility is the existence of the privacy paradox. The privacy paradox [14] explains that people disclose more personal information in real scenarios than they admit. Smith et al. [15] highlight the importance of considering the privacy paradox when conducting research in information security. They argue that studies often explore users’ intentions instead of their behaviors or actual outcomes. In addition, Hui et al. [16] support the theory that people make risk-benefit trade-offs for privacy.

Pöttsch [17] explains the privacy paradox, such as misconceptions and a lack of stimuli signaling risks. She also names privacy awareness as a solution to “remind people about their intentions to protect privacy”. Distler et al. [18] provides a collection of security-enhancing designs, including nudging, and compares them to their newly introduced term security-enhancing friction. According to Acquisti et al. [19], nudging acknowledges that users can be affected by differences in the system design. This means that nudging can influence users to take a certain action, for example, by using Gestalt principles. One difficulty in showing warnings of any kind is the so-called “warning fatigue”. According to Mackie, warning fatigue can result from being “overwarned” [20]. To address this issue, information on how to protect against the threat should be included. Cranor supports this finding [21]. Warning fatigue could mitigate our attempts to support privacy-preserving decisions. Hence, using polymorphic dialogues [22] or habituation-resistant warnings [23] could be necessary. These designs are more resistant to the mentioned fatigue and maintain their effects over a longer period of time. However, Bravo-Lillo et al. also describe the usability burden that can result from such designs. According to Renaud and Dupuis [24], fear may scare people into performing certain actions. However, there is dissent on the method’s effectiveness.

B. SELF-SOVEREIGN IDENTITIES AND WALLETS

Initially, the principles of SSI were identified by Allen [25]. Many of the ideas presented regarding SSI are proposals for future vision. Nonetheless, it seems the community has already agreed on many principles and developed prototypes, such as Lissi [26] or esatus [27], that adhere to those. Section III-B compares the wallets by Lissi and esatus with other wallets on the market.

Liu et al. [28] list twelve design patterns, explaining how SSI works without describing the UI and its effects. SSI and corresponding implementations in the form of wallets fulfill all seven principles of privacy by design according to Cavoukian [29]. Gürses and Pridmore [30] differentiate three different proposals to maintain privacy in systems design. One of these, preemption, can be achieved with SSI by using different DIDs for different entities and using DID rotation. Kondova and Erbguth [31] analyze existing SSI approaches on blockchain on General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)-compliance, whereas Nokhbeh Zaeem et al. [32] compare solutions with gathered requirements.

Although several authors analyzed and designed SSI approaches, few studies focused on users. The wallets in other use cases were studied in more detail. Sukaris et al. [33] and Arindy and Suzianti [34] evaluate the perception of wallets. Yong Lee et al. [35] notice an effect of enjoyment and satisfaction on impulsive buying behavior. Voskoboinikov et al. [36] reveal shortcomings of current wallet user experiences and users’ misconceptions, which could lead to financial losses. Abramova et al. [37] analyze risk perceptions and security behavior to better understand users’ characteristics. Fröhlich et al. investigate custodial wallets for cryptocurrencies [38]. They found that novice users struggle with their use, as UIs are primarily designed for experts.

C. SUMMARY

Current SSI research is mostly theoretical, see [39]–[44]. A user-centric approach is often assumed to lead to better protection of users’ privacy, but there is hardly any supporting evidence. Several privacy-enhancing designs have been proposed and tested so far, although not for SSI wallets. First insights into crypto wallets suggest that these are currently not very usable in everyday scenarios [36]. This may also be the case for mobile SSI wallets. However, this requires further research as digital identity differs from crypto money. To do so, our research explores privacy and privacy-aware designs for mobile SSI wallets, thereby shedding light on the so-far unanswered research questions RQ1–RQ5.

III. BACKGROUND ON SELF-SOVEREIGN IDENTITIES

We provide a brief background on SSI by defining the terminology applied in this article and comparing SSI wallets.

A. TERMINOLOGY OF SELF-SOVEREIGN IDENTITY

We use the following terminology based on Preukschat et al. [45] and Mühle et al. [4] in this article:

- Verifiable Credentials: A collection of metadata and claims that can be verified by a proofing mechanism.
- Claim: Statement about an attribute of an entity.
- Proof: Data that allows a verifiable credential to be verified by a verifier, that is, a digital signature.
- Wallet: Software to store private keys, verifiable credentials, and other documents.
- Verifier: Requests identity information or attributes of a holder, for example, allowing access to a service.
- Issuer: Trusted party verifying attributes/claims of an entity.
- Subject: The entity the claims within the verifiable credentials are made about.
- Holder: Owner of the claims within a verifiable credential, and usually the same entity as the subject.

B. COMPARING SELF-SOVEREIGN IDENTITY WALLETS

The Sovrin Foundation gathered several requirements for self-sovereign privacy by design [46], which was superseded by Hyperledger Aries Requests for Comments (RFCs). However, their statement does not consider further malicious
entities besides identity providers collecting huge amounts of data. If, for example, one service says it requires more data, then it is up to the user to decide if they trust the service. One central element for self-sovereign data control is the wallet, which the user typically installs on the smartphone.

To compare different real-world SSI wallets on the market, we used the list of the European Blockchain Association [47]. We searched for the corresponding wallets in the Google Play Store using our test smartphone, Pixel 6, with the current Android OS. Thereby, we obtained the candidates Lissi Wallet [26], Verimi [48], Data Wallet by iGrant.io [49], esatus Wallet [27], VIDwallet [50], SmartWallet by Jolocom [51], and Gataca Identity [52]. Each organization offers at least one demo workflow, which we use to recognize differences. Not all organizations have a public GitHub repository with the corresponding source code. In the comparison, we focus on interfaces and design but comment on noticed issues.

![FIGURE 2: Screenshots of selected wallets found in the app stores.](image-url)
1) Lissi Wallet
We tried to create a wallet with Lissi, but were unsuccessful in the first attempt. Also, later on, we encountered issues. After the wallet was finally set up, we played the demo scenarios (see Fig. 2a). By scanning the QR code, new verifiable credentials can be obtained. Self-attestation, this is, the creation of own credentials, is impossible. This is true for most of the wallets tested. When receiving a credential offer and sending proofs, the issuer or verifier is stated, and a sign about the verification is appended. If several credentials fulfill the requirements of the request, then the user can select them from a dropdown list. Finally, the user can see information about the credentials by clicking on the corresponding sign.

2) Data Wallet
Some iGrant.io demo workflows failed immediately in the beginning because the QR codes were invalid according to their own app. In contrast with Lissi, self-verified claims are possible. The user has to simply add new claims with the corresponding values. To receive verifiable credentials, the QR code has to be scanned after choosing the type of claim. The information list about the institution can become long, as it may include the data agreement. In addition, users can create connections with organizations by scanning QR codes. We noticed that information about the verifier is difficult to find (see Fig. 2d) and the actual claims are blurred (see Fig. 2e), but can be unblurred with an additional click.

3) esatus Wallet
With esatus Wallet, we participated in their test network by sending a claim (see Fig. 2b) and were asked about the future behavior with this specific verifier (see Fig. 2c). The same popup appears for receiving claims. The Ask me later option appears in the middle is the default option. If the user chooses to click yes (the first option), they can choose to receive notifications. This option is not selected by default. Although the app was set to English, the text appeared as a mixture of English and German. After the relaunch of the app, the language was displayed properly.

4) VIDwallet
During the setup of VIDwallet, we had to accept the unformatted terms of data protection. This was the only data protection information we had to accept during all tests. Similar to the demo of the Data Wallet, we struggled to receive some credentials. Here, we received a hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) status code 403 (forbidden). The demo provided three options for obtaining verifiable credentials: connecting phone numbers, connecting emails, or using external sources. The external sources include an ID, such as a scanned passport or identity card, the social networks Facebook and Google, and a bank. The latter redirects the user directly to PLAID, a data network and payment platform. We used two email addresses to play with the wallet: a normal email address and a throwaway account. Both are accepted, although the verifiable credential about the throwaway account only says the user had this email address at the very moment. However, as the email address did not provide enough claims (see Fig. 2f), the workflow had to be stopped due to an error message (DID and verifiable ID credentials were required; we had DID, validated ID, and email). We noticed that the user can only scan a QR code once.

5) SmartWallet
After choosing a PIN, the wallet was ready for use. We scanned a QR code using a button in the middle of the control bar and received information about the issuer and verifiable credentials. By clicking on the issuer’s logo, we were forwarded to their website. However, the amount of information within the wallet regarding the issuers and verifiers is limited. Self-attested credentials are possible, for example, if insufficient claims are available. This did not always work in the demo, as shown in Fig. 2h. In addition, the QR code scanner had problems recognizing the QR codes several times. Once, we saw the service name {%service-name%} (see Fig. 2g), which could have been caused by the demo. We could not find an option for activating biometric authentication.

6) Verimi Wallet and Gataca Identity
We could not make them work on the test smartphone and in a virtual environment.

7) Summary
During our tests by trying the demo scenarios, we noticed differences in the behavior and visual elements of the wallets, but also some similarities, such as applying PINs for authentication by default, having a home screen with the most information, and a menu bar with functionalities including a QR code scanner. Only the Data Wallet applies a slightly more complicated procedure to receive verifiable credentials. Some wallets accepted self-attested claims. However, even the verified email address applied by VIDwallet has almost no validity, as throwaway accounts can be used.

Most wallets show little to no information about the issuer and verifier, except for Lissi Wallet (verified) and Data Wallet (mostly, see Data Agreement). This might make the user send verifiable credentials to a malicious organization [53]. This is even more serious if the requests are accepted by default, which is possible with esatus Wallet. The functionality may reduce the clicks the user requires and, hence, even be desired – but it can be applied by malicious verifiers simultaneously. Similarly, blurring utilized by the Data Wallet may have similar effects because the user does not have to see the claims to accept the request. However, one might argue that personal data is, similar to passwords, typically not shown in clear text. A button to show the data might be a solution.

To conclude, we found almost no design elements supporting the user in deciding whether a request is acceptable. Based on these results, the user already has to know about the sensitivity of their data or the concept of self-sovereign identity may lead to even more shared data. Our study focuses on understanding the paradigm and how to support users.
IV. RESEARCH APPROACH

In the following, we briefly explain our research approach. To recap, the research questions focus on willingness to adopt SSI (RQ1), the understanding of the underlying paradigm and the influence on actions (RQ2), support mechanisms to make responsible use (RQ3), awareness of the sensitivity of data (RQ4), and user interface design supporting privacy-preserving decisions (RQ5). To answer these research questions, we first conduct a pre-study (see Section V). We then introduce the design space and enhance our prototype accordingly (see Section VI). Finally, we conduct a user study using this new prototype (see Section VII). In the following, we briefly summarize our methodology for these three parts.

To validate the usability of the prototype design, incorporating design decisions of currently available wallets, a qualitative pre-study is conducted. To answer RQ1, three designs regarding users’ control of their data are tested. The pre-study also provides first insights into research questions RQ2–RQ4 (i.e., by actions and questionnaire). Since the pre-study results indicate a strong tendency toward trading benefits for privacy, we explore how much (sensitive) personal data users would share.

Based on the results of the pre-study, the prototype is improved. Since the pre-study results indicate a strong tendency toward trading benefits for privacy, we explore how much (sensitive) personal data users would share to obtain different benefits. Moreover, we create a design space for awareness designs that lead to higher privacy awareness and test four selected designs in the user study.

In the qualitative user study, we choose a similar approach to the pre-study but add real-life scenarios requiring interviewees to share more data to receive certain benefits. This approach is chosen to validate our assumption from the pre-study. In addition to answering RQ1–RQ4, we investigate whether those awareness designs could lead users toward more privacy-preserving decisions (RQ5). These questions are being answered by actions and the questionnaire.

Both studies are exploratory and emphasize qualitative insights. We follow the ethical regulations of our university. As both studies align with the regulations, they do not require additional approval.

V. PRE-STUDY: CONTROL OVER SHARED DATA

Wallets already exist on the market (cf. Section II-B). One unanswered question is how well minimal data sharing is supported. This already assumes that users want to control their data. However, what if a user does not want to be bothered by such decisions? This question needs to be answered first to design a mobile SSI wallet.

Consequently, this section describes the apparatus (Section V-A), the study design (Section V-B), the procedure (Section V-C) and results and discussion (Section V-D) of the pre-study, conducted to answer RQ1–RQ4.

A. APPARATUS

The pre-study was conducted in May 2022. Eight subjects participated in this qualitative study. As we assume that mostly younger persons will use the SSI wallet as it is typically installed as a smartphone app, the participants were chosen based on age (see Section V-D1).

1) Wallet Design

The design of our mobile wallet versions follows existing SSI wallets, such as Lissi and esatus [26], [27], (cf. Section III-B). We simplified it to fit the purpose of the study (see R1–R4): users can scan QR codes and receive and view VCs. The interface uses the React Native Framework [54]. The design of the prototype’s home screen is shown in Fig. 3a. Lissi Wallet aligns the credentials in a grid, whereas esatus Wallet shows them individually. Users typically receive more information by selecting a credential, such as activities and data. We decided on the slide functionality to provide an easy, intuitive overview. Additional information can be obtained.

a: Wallet Workflow

The workflow for scanning a QR code and accepting a request is similar to that of the existing wallets. In Lissi Wallet, users can scan QR codes by clicking a button. This functionality has its own tab in esatus Wallet. To make the functionality visible, we opted for the button. After successfully scanning a QR code, the user is prompted with a connection request at the top of the screen (Fig. 3b). Declining the request removes the notification box from the top and returns the user to the original screen. Accepting triggers a new box after two seconds.

b: Wallet Versions

We created three mobile wallet versions. Fig. 4 shows the implemented designs: no-detail, detail, and selectable.

In the no-detail design, the user was only presented with the VCs they would share when sending the requested proofs to the verifier, that is, the person verifying their identity. Consequently, they could not see the individual claims on the credentials requested by the verifier. When accepting the request, another notification similar to the previous one pops up after a short delay, asking the user if they want to accept the credential sent by the verifier. As a reminder, those credentials were connected to the products requested by the participants in the pre-study.

The other two designs show users a notification informing them that the verifier wants to see some proof. By clicking the “Show Request” button, users are led to a new screen that displays the required credentials. The user could click on credentials to obtain detailed information about single claims. Whereas the detail version only showed the required claims, the selectable version provided a means to approve sharing particular claims using a slider. In a real-life scenario, this could include subscribing to an optional newsletter or transmitting a birthday to receive a special gift. However, mandatory claims could not be deselected.
2) Scenarios
The pre-study consisted of two rounds with two scenarios each. After each round, a questionnaire (see Appendix A) was provided. Participants were given a smartphone (iPhone 13), on which the wallet was installed, already opened, and included the eID of the fictive person Nicola Gebersdorf. The scenarios were based on real-world situations. These were selected such that various use cases for SSI-Wallets are tested. The first task in round 1 with a bank introduced the SSI concept. The second task with a beverage store required the sharing of more credentials. In round 2, the wallet design was changed. The first task involved buying a concert ticket under pressure, which required all claims. This resembles a common online situation where more claims than required are requested. The second task of round 1 was repeated in round 2 to compare the results. Table 1 provides an overview of these tasks.

3) Questionnaire
The questionnaire (Appendix A) contains demographic questions (7), questions about technology affinity (3), and questions on users’ experiences with the wallet and their views toward personal data management (9).

B. STUDY DESIGN
The study followed a within-subject design, in which participants were exposed in two rounds to different wallet designs. Hence, each participant was shown two out of the three designs. The wallets were presented in a counter-balanced order.

The independent variables were the wallet design (selectable, detail, and no-detail) and different tasks. The dependent variables were the user experience, participants’ feelings of control and trust, privacy concerns, and sharing behavior.

C. PROCEDURE
The study consisted of six phases. The duration of the study was approximately 40 minutes per participant.

a: Introduction
The participants were provided with a short introduction to the topic and an overview of the study. We told them that this study tests the usability of and preferences for a wallet.

b: Round 1
As a first task, the participants had to scan a QR code from their City Bank to receive a digital version of their credit card. The second task involved interactions with their favorite beverage store. The beverage store offers a good beverage
(a) No-detail design version: The user is only told which verifiable credentials they provide for proof, but not which individual claims the verifier requests.

(b) Detail design version: The user can see which claims on the verifiable credentials the verifier requests.

(c) Selectable design version: The user can select additional information to be transmitted to the verifier (e.g., optional subscription to a newsletter).

FIGURE 4: The three different designs used within the pre-study.

TABLE 1: Overview of Tasks, Credentials, and Claims used in the pre-study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Credential</th>
<th>Claims</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Round 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1: City Bank</td>
<td>ID card</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ID card, credit card</td>
<td>issuer, expiry date, birth date all except holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2: Beverage store</td>
<td>ID card</td>
<td>all except holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3: Concerto</td>
<td>ID card</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ID card, credit card</td>
<td>issuer, expiry date, birth date all except holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4: Beverage store</td>
<td>ID card</td>
<td>all except holder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for a symbolic payment of 0.50 Euros if using an SSI wallet. After a successful negotiation, participants were given a drink as compensation for participating in the study.

c: Questionnaire 1
The questionnaire (App. A) was provided for the first time.

d: Round 2
In round 2, which consisted of two tasks, the wallet’s design was changed. The first task was to acquire concert tickets from the ticket agency Concerto for their favorite band, which exclusively reserves the first ten rows for people who bought the tickets with their SSI wallets. The tickets were given out on a first-come, first-serve basis. Participants were asked to imagine a situation in which they arrived slightly late at the ticket counter and had long queues in front of them. The purpose was to create a situation where the participant is under time pressure and desires to acquire the offered goods. In the second task (still using the same design), the beverage store sold a pre-order coupon for a limited beverage edition. Participants could purchase that coupon for a symbolic sum and redeem the coupon for a beverage later. The purpose of this task was to see a direct comparison in a similar scenario with the same shared data but different wallet designs.
e: Questionnaire 2
The questionnaire was provided again to enable comparability. The demographic and technical affinity questions were omitted, as they were already answered in round 1.

f: Final Discussion
We obtained a deeper understanding of participants’ motifs, behaviors, and opinions. Participants were asked about certain behaviors and comments. Insights on whether participants acted according to the privacy paradox and whether they were more likely to share data under pressure or when offered benefits were obtained. We asked for suggestions for improvement and how they liked the wallet.

D. RESULTS

1) Demographics
Participants’ ages ranged from 15 to 62 years (med = 35). All interviewees were German and lived in Germany at the time of the study. The highest degree was a doctorate degree (4), a master’s degree (2), a bachelor’s degree (1), and less than a high school diploma (1). Most participants were full-time (3/8) or self-employed (3/8) employees. None was colorblind. Most participants (5/8) were technical-savvy. All the participants used their smartphones several times per day.

2) Usability and Trust
Participants found the wallets generally easy to use (med = 5, biased std. dev. = 0.58) and enjoyable (med = 4, biased std. dev. = 0.93). The integrity of the wallet scored four out of five for the detail and selectable versions; for no-detail, it was slightly lower. 75% of participants answered with a four or higher when asked if they liked the wallet more than a traditional one. Two participants who liked the wallet least compared to a traditional, physical wallet (#3 and #4) rated their technical affinity as low. All participants were able to imagine using the wallet daily. Some participants were hesitant to share data in round 1. This was confirmed and explained by interviewee #7: “In the second round, I had more trust in the app”. He argued that getting used to the app increases trust.

3) Preferences
Table 5 in Appendix B shows the allocation of study designs to participants and their preferred versions (bold). A summary of all answers can be found in Table 2. The median was computed for rounds 1 and 2 together.

Participants who were shown the no-detail version almost always preferred the version detail or selectable. The only exception was participant #4. She liked the no-detail version more because it required fewer steps. She pointed out that she had to show her whole ID card in a non-digital scenario. All other participants, except #4, chose not to have the no-detail version because they could see more details about what exactly is shared. This fits the answers regarding the workflow itself. Interviewee #4 rated her technical affinity the lowest, which might explain the answers.

4) Control
According to the survey, participants felt that they had the most control when using the selectable version. However, when looking at the average rating, the difference between detail (avg.: 4.2) and selectable (avg.: 4.4) is rather small. When making participants aware of the privacy paradox and asking them if they could manage their own data, they seemed unsure but argued that they would or at least supported the idea. When asked if they would agree that wallets increased their awareness of which personal data were shared, two interviewees agreed. However, one noted that for people who do not care about their data, there would only be a slight increase in awareness of sharing practices.

5) Sharing Behavior
Since the participants did not handle their own data but played the fictitious role of Nicola, one could argue that they might behave differently in real life. However, when asked about their behavior, all participants agreed to give up their privacy for convenience. This result supports the assumption made by studying different wallet designs. To use current wallets, users have to be aware of their data and handle it carefully. Some were hesitant to share information initially, but when it came to getting something they wanted, they all shared their data. Most participants said privacy was important to them and they would be careful. When asked why they shared personal information, they admitted that, in this case, the demand was more important than the data. When looking at survey answers, participants were most afraid to transmit too much information with the no-detail screen (med = 4) and least afraid with the detail version (med = 2). In general, participants felt unsure whether they transmitted only necessary information with the no-detail screen (med = 3.5) but were more sure with detail and selectable (med = 4). Several participants did not perceive the data on their ID cards to be highly confidential. Participants #2 and #3 compared them to cookies. Another comparison often made was the current situation on the Internet for shopping. Two interviewees described speed as one form of convenience. Interviewee #5 pointed out the strict privacy guidelines (GDPR) in Germany. Three participants (#1, #2, #3) said the difference with the physical ID card was that they did not have the physical card in digital form. Having the information digitally enables the verifier to store it automatically.

VI. DESIGN SOLUTIONS ABOUT PRIVACY AWARENESS
This section discusses possible design solutions to improve awareness of the importance of personal data. First, a design space is created in Section VI-A. Based on the pre-study results, related work, and the design space, possible designs are discussed in Section VI-B and selected in Section VI-C.

A. DESIGN SPACE
The design space (Fig. 5) with the following dimensions of complexity, granularity, and temporal served as the basis for creating effective design solutions. The dimensions were
TABLE 2: Median of answers given for each design version.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>no-detail</th>
<th>detail</th>
<th>selectable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusion</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust in integrity</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control over personal data</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumbersome transmission</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truly necessary information transmitted</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afraid of too much information transmitted</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSI wallet more liked than physical</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

selected based on focus points of particular interest for this study, which will be explained in more detail in the respective paragraphs. They were chosen out of exploratory means. That being said, it will be out of the scope of this article to test the entire design space, but instead focus on a few designs to report on the first empirical results regarding awareness designs in the context of SSI. Further research can expand or build upon our ideas and test their feasibility.

- **Complexity**: Complexity of the information provided by the design. The continuous scale from low to high describes how difficult it is to grasp information in the respective design. “Low” means that the information is easy to process and understand. On the other hand, high indicates that the users need to dedicate more time to processing the information and may have difficulties understanding the design. However, information with higher complexity might potentially provide the user with more fine-grained and detailed guidance. On the one hand, users might gain a better understanding of a concept if they gain more knowledge about it. On the other hand, the user experience of SSI wallets could suffer when they are presented with too much information that requires high processing effort.

- **Granularity**: Layer of operation for features. The continuous scale consists of three key points: claim, VC, and wallet. If a feature is within the claim domain, it can provide information about every claim in a credential. Credential refers to information about the entire credential, but not for each claim. Wallet indicates that the design can provide an overview of transactions and proofs. This dimension was chosen to determine the effect on users’ privacy awareness when they are presented with knowledge of different granularity. In some situations, it might be better to gain an overall knowledge of the concept, in others, of individual claims. Therefore, this dimension also provides designs that might be out of the scope of this paper but deliver input for further research.

- **Temporal**: Point in time (before, during, and after) where the design solution is visible. 'Before' means the feature will be displayed before the proof request happens. In addition, a feature can provide information 'during' the workflow, for example, while the user checks the required proofs. 'After' shows information after the proof request when the information has been sent to the verifier. This dimension was chosen to discover learning in the context of SSI. For some interactions, it may be better and increase learning if users are approached before a critical situation occurs. For others, help may be needed in a particular situation.

Based on these dimensions, state-of-the-art reviews, brainstorming techniques, and discussions were used to develop reasonable designs and their placement in the design space.
Nearly all designs found in the design space already exist in some form in other implementations. For the granularity and temporal domains, the designs could be placed based on the authors’ intention when including those designs. The authors used an educated guess for the complexity domain to place the designs inside the continuous scale. The user study shall then give initial insights into the validity of this guess.

B. PRIVACY AWARENESS INTERVENTIONS
The colored points represent the design solutions, described in the following in ascending order in the temporal domain.

- Awareness Notification: Messages pop up in irregular intervals showing educational information, reminding users about the sensitivity of their information. This is similar to subtle assistance [20], [23].
- Training Request: Educate people about several aspects of their privacy and behavior within an SSI wallet through requests from non-existing fraudulent entities. This is similar to one type of phishing training.
- Trust Score: Represents a rating of verifying entities. Similar to product or restaurant ratings.
- Counter: Providing a quick overview of the relative amount of shared information could serve as an indicator of whether a verifier requires more data than needed.
- Smiley: Indicates how sensitive the information that the user shares during a proof request is. One idea could be to let them look similar to Chernoff’s faces [55].
- Alert: Confirmation popup if the user intends to share a large amount of or highly sensitive data [20], [23].
- Sensitivity: Indication of the sensitivity of data by colors, numbers, or letters for claims, similar to DuckDuckGo’s browser extension Privacy Essentials [56].
- Dashboard: Overview of a user’s past data transactions, similar to the privacy dashboard of Android phones [57].

The designs are not mutually exclusive. Combinations of different designs are possible in the same application. This leads to several possible combinations. However, adding too many of these designs could annoy and overwhelm users.

1) Counter
The counter (Fig. 6a) shows a quantitative summary of the currently selected credentials to be shared with the verifier and is enhanced through colors (traffic lights). Thus, the counter could nudge users and receive greater attention. The background color indicates the amount of shared data (traffic lights). Hence, the information is displayed in two ways: through color and content. In the case of color blindness, the content of the counter still conveys the message. Moreover, coloring the credential has the effect of nudging the user and seeking its attention due to the Gestalt principles.

2) Sensitivity Scores
The sensitivity score states the sensitivity of a claim on a scale from 1 (very low risk) to 10 (very high risk). Choosing 1 to 10 conveys to the user how critical their own data is. It is more fine-grained than the smilesy described next, while still being understandable. The scores are highlighted using the corresponding numbers, as shown in Fig. 6b. Similar to the counter, the background colors change accordingly. With a color scheme, the user can quickly perceive the number of highly sensitive claims they intend to share.

3) Smiley
The smiley uses emojis. As shown in Fig. 6c, the emoji is placed on top of the screen. The smiley represents a combination of sensitivity and the amount of shared information by taking the percentage of shared credentials and putting it in relation to the sensitivity of the data. The smiley has five appearances: angry, sad, indifferent, happy, and laughing (Fig. 7). The appearance is based on the number of shared claims and their sensitivity. We selected five smilesy to make the user aware of the sensitivity at a single glance.
The counter states how much data is currently shared. Next to each claim, the user can see a score from 1 to 10, stating the sensitivity of this claim. The user is presented with a smiley indicating how well their privacy will be maintained if they decide to share their data with the current settings.

**FIGURE 6:** Awareness designs used in the study to provide users with insights about the data they intend to share.

**FIGURE 7:** Five different distinct states of the privacy smiley.

4) **Alert**
The alert (Fig. 8a) appears after the user presses the button “Share Data” on the proof request screen. This makes users aware of their intention to share sensitive data. To progress, they need to swipe, as proposed by Bravo-Lilli et al., over the name of the credential containing sensitive data. This method is more resistant to habituation, but not too difficult to dismiss. Fig. 8b shows the state after swiping.

**VII. USER STUDY**
Based on the pre-study in Section V-D and related work in this field, we investigate the following hypotheses.

- Users will share the personal information on their ID cards and give up privacy for convenience. They may also share personal information with higher sensitivity, such as a health insurance card, if the context is fitting. However, they will refrain from sharing this sensitive information when requested out of context. (RQ3+4)
- The designs will help the users to make decisions about sharing their data in a more privacy-oriented way. (RQ5)

First, we describe the apparatus (see Section VII-A). Section VII-B outlines the study design, which is applied in the procedure of the study (see Section VII-C). This is followed by a brief summary of the limitations of this study. Last but not least, the results are discussed in Section VII-E.

**A. APPARATUS**
First, the wallet design is outlined (Section VII-A1). The scenarios and their purpose are then explained (Section VII-A2). For comparability, we used the questionnaires from the pre-study (Appendix A).

1) **Wallet Design**
According to the pre-study results (see Section V), the prototype uses the selectable design. Therefore, during the sharing process, each claim has a little slider next to it. Based on the suggestions in Section VI and participants’ comments, the prototype was improved as follows.

- **Home Screen:** At the top of the screen in Fig. 9a, we added two tabs: Credentials and History. Between the navigation bar and the picture of the current credential, another button toggles between a detail and a list view of credentials. The layout of the small boxes containing information and history underwent a visual change to adjust to the sensitivity score. Additionally, the user has the option of showing the claims previously shared. Finally, the distance between the activity and scan buttons is increased to prevent people from believing that it is connected to the credential currently selected.
- **Search Field:** By tapping the looking glass, a search field for credentials appears (see Fig. 9b).
- **Setting Menu:** In the settings menu (see Fig. 9c), the user can individualize the appearance and behavior.
- **List View:** The user can switch between two different presentations: single view and list view (see Fig. 10a).
- **History:** The participants can see entities with whom they established a connection in the past (see Fig. 10b).
- **Activity:** The activity underneath the information box in the credential view can now display detailed claims.
- **Pending Transactions:** As shown in Fig. 11a, the message includes a spinner that indicates an ongoing process. If the user clicks on this message, the view will expand and provide more detailed information about the pending transactions (see Fig. 11b).

Little use of colors is made to make features clearly visible and confront users with fewer visual cues or nudges. According to the pre-study results, the prototype uses a selectable design. Hence, during the sharing process, each claim has a little slider next to it. Mandatory claims cannot be deselected.
2) Scenarios
The study consisted of two rounds, each with three scenarios. Round 1 repeated the tasks from pre-study round 2 for comparability. In round 2, more than the required claims were requested. Table 3 provides an overview of all tasks. Next, we present the intentions behind and expected behavior.
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Round two also consists of three tasks, as shown in Table 3. First, participants acquire a health insurance card from their privacy-concerned health insurance company, Health². Health² requires only claims necessary to uniquely identify a customer and send them their personal insurance card. Since Nicola Gebersdorf, the virtual persona of participants during the study, is a customer of that company, they already have all the required data. Therefore, there should be no problem for participants in sharing their data with them.

The remaining two tasks test how much people are willing to exchange data for convenience. According to the pre-study results, people are willing to share all their information on their ID cards for concert cards. Would they exchange their health information for convenience?

In task 5, participants want to buy migraine medicine. However, the Fillinger Apothecary Group requires claims on their ID and health insurance cards. Moreover, information about the clinical condition, illness, and medication history is unnecessary when purchasing medicines. If participants ask...
TABLE 3: Outline of each task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Credential</th>
<th>Claims</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Round 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1: City Bank</td>
<td>ID card</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2: Beverage store</td>
<td>ID card</td>
<td>issuer, expiry date, birth date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Credit card</td>
<td>all except Holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3: Concerto</td>
<td>ID card</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Credit card</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Round 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4: Health²</td>
<td>ID card</td>
<td>name, issuer, expiry date, birth date, birth place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5: Fillinger Apothecary Group</td>
<td>ID card</td>
<td>issuer, name, expiry date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Credit card</td>
<td>all except Holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health insurance card</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6: Fit4Fun</td>
<td>ID card</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Credit card</td>
<td>all except Holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health insurance card</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

why, the interviewer will respond that they want to avoid side effects with other medications and that the medication fits the current condition. Participants could perceive apothecaries as entities with high integrity and trustworthiness. It is expected that some participants will share their data.

The high-class fitness center *Fit4Fun* with a spa area in task 6 offers a free month of training. However, they require a credit, ID, and health insurance card and, thereby, even more information than the apothecary. If participants ask for the reason, the salesman would tell them that they possess modern training devices that can use that data. We expected most interviewees not to share sensitive health data for this.

**B. STUDY DESIGN**

The study was again divided into two rounds, with three tasks each. To compare awareness designs with normal wallet designs, a normal design without any privacy-awareness features was introduced. Therefore, in each round, the participants saw one of the four designs (normal, sensitivity score, counter, or privacy smiley) in a counter-balanced order. For half of the users, the alert design was also visible in round 2.

The qualitative study followed a within-subject design. The independent variables were the four different design possibilities, the appearance of an alert, and the different tasks. The dependent variables were UX, participants’ feelings of control and trust, privacy concerns, and sharing behavior.

**C. PROCEDURE**

The study was conducted in July 2022 with 16 interviewees (six female/nine male/one prefer not to say) participating in the qualitative study. Participants (Section VII-E1) were recruited through email distribution lists at a chosen university. Participants received either a ten Euro Amazon coupon or one study point, which was needed to complete their studies.
Discussion
The participants were asked pre-defined questions. Depending on the answers of the participants, questions were adjusted to get more insights into the perspective of the interviewee. The discussion had the purpose of answering questions that were not included in the questionnaire. Furthermore, interviewees were asked about the reasons for their behavior or opinions about certain aspects of the wallet.

D. LIMITATIONS
Our study is limited by a comparably small sample, consisting primarily of young subjects with a technical background. Yet, we expect them to belong to the main target group of SSI wallets. Design decisions for the prototype of the user study were partly based on the pre-study results, such as choosing the “selectable” design version. Furthermore, participants could have been more trustful in certain situations because they trusted the interviewer. Finally, only four designs of the design space were tested. Other designs might lead to different results and should be explored in future research.

E. RESULTS
In the following, the results are presented and discussed. We focus on demographics, usability and trust, privacy-aware designs, control, and sharing behavior.

1) Demographics
The ages of the participants ranged from 21 to 29 years (avg. age 24). They had the nationalities German (8), Chinese (3), Indian (2), Spanish (2), and Russian (1). Five interviewees had a High School degree, nine had a bachelor’s degree, and two had a master’s degree. 75% of the participants were students (mostly media informatics or informatics), one employed full-time, one part-time, and two others. None of them had color blindness. Of the 16 interviewees, 37.5% utilize Google Pay, Apple Pay, or an equivalent. All the participants used their smartphones several times per day. In total, 87.5% of the interviewees regarded themselves as technical-savvy.

2) Usability and Trust
In both rounds, participants rated the ease of use of the wallet with 4 or more out of 5, leading to an average of 4.7 and a median of 5 (biased std. dev. = 0.45). The enjoyment of the wallet was rated 4.3 on average (biased std. dev. = 0.77). When comparing both rounds, there is only a marginal difference in ease of use and confusion. Compared to the control group, there was only a marginal difference in the ease of use of the wallet when participants had an awareness design. Enjoyment was the same for all versions, except for the counter in the second round. In the second round, the counter received a median of 3 for enjoyment (avg.: 3.5), whereas the “normal” version received a median of 5 (avg.: 4.33). Additionally, in the first round, confusion was one point higher in the median with the counter design (2.5) than with the normal design. In the second round, the same was true for the counter and the sensitivity score.

Participants gave a median of 4 out of 5 (average: 3.6, biased std. dev. = 1.22) when rating if they liked this form of wallet more than a traditional one. In the discussion, nine participants said they could imagine using this wallet daily. Four participants may use it depending on the conditions (e.g., context, advertisements, and fewer proofs). Compared with the control group, there was only a small difference in the ease of use of the wallet. Whether there was an alert or not did not influence ease of use, enjoyment, confusion, and preference over a physical wallet.

3) Privacy Aware Designs
When asked which of the designs the participants liked the most, none preferred the normal design over the awareness design version. When users saw the privacy smiley and sensitivity scores, two preferred the emoji and two the sensitivity score. Also, all except one participant favored the counter over other designs. Of the eight times, an alert was present in the second round, and the design in the second round was preferred six times. When there was no alert, two favored the second round, three the first, and three were indifferent. As reasons for their decision to like one design over the other, appearance was named by two participants. Two interviewees stated that the counter had provided more information. Furthermore, two participants who chose privacy smiley said they liked it because it summarized the information. One participant chose the counter over the sensitivity scores because they value quantity more than quality. When asked if the awareness designs helped them decide to share their data, six participants said no, seven said yes, and three did not answer directly. Of the seven participants who agreed, five shared their data in every task. The remaining two declined because of the privacy smiley and the additional alert. Three participants explicitly said that the privacy-aware design influenced their decision. Another three affirmed that this was not the reason for their decisions. One mentioned that in the beginning, their design was helpful, but after a certain time window, they no longer paid attention to it. Those who received the alert were asked if they thought it was helpful or disturbing. Four interviewees said that having more security features or alerts was beneficial. One participant also noted that they could imagine clicking it away and compared it to the terms and conditions that they had never read.

4) Control
In the first round, control over personal information was perceived as slightly lower by participants with the normal design (med = 3.5) than by those with the awareness design (med = 4). In the second round, there was a larger difference for some of the designs. Furthermore, interviewees who saw an alert answered this question with a median of 4, whereas participants without one only gave a 2.5 median. This means that users with designs tended to feel more like they were in control than those without awareness designs.

Fig. 12a shows the differences between the first and second rounds when asked about their feelings toward control. With-
TABLE 4: Percentages of participants who decided to share their data for each of the tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Percentage of Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City Bank</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverage store</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concerto</td>
<td>93.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health² Insurance AG</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fillinger Apothecary Group</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fit4Fun Fitness</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VIII. DISCUSSION

The user study showed that participants traded highly sensitive information for their convenience or to receive the desired service or product. Designs to protect users were only partially effective. We summarize (see Section VIII-A) and discuss the findings of our user study related to the disclosure of data (see Section VIII-B), trust and sensitivity of data (see Section VIII-C), and the resulting design implications (see Section VIII-D), pointing out similarities in the literature. Additionally, we use the results to discuss the impacts on current SSI wallets in Section VIII-E. Based on this discussion, we suggest future work in Section VIII-F.

A. ANSWERS TO RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In the following, we summarize the answers to the research questions stated in Section I.

1) RQ1 – Are users willing to adopt mobile SSI as the new identity management concept?

In both studies, the participants rated ease of use and enjoyment comparably high. In addition, they mainly agree on liking the mobile SSI wallet more than the physical ones. In the discussion of the user study, nine of the 16 participants stated that they could imagine using this wallet daily. The decision of four participants depended on the conditions, whereas three would not use it daily.

2) RQ2 – What is the users’ understanding of the underlying SSI paradigm, and how does this influence their actions?

As shown in Table 2, the participants rated the control over personal data the highest with the selectable design. Thereby, we conclude that they understand their control function, and their awareness might increase slightly.

Regarding the sharing behavior in the user study, we noticed that users generally shared sensitive data in these scenarios. This is even the case with privacy-aware designs, which help notice the request for sensitive data. Based on the discussion, the data was either not seen as important or anyway shared on today’s Internet, the trust in the entity or wallet was rated high enough, or the benefits in exchange were worth the trade. Nevertheless, 5/16 participants declined the transmission at one point. Therefore, we assume that users balance their decisions and understand their rights to decline.

3) RQ3 – How can users be supported to responsibly use their data using mobile SSI wallets?

As we saw in both studies, the willingness to disclose personal information seems to be influenced by many factors, including benefits and convenience. Therefore, privacy is less desirable than other factors for individuals. In addition, the participants noted that sharing data was easier with a wallet. With the prototype, we introduced four privacy awareness features that can support the responsible use of data in the SSI context. Further features explained in the design space should be tested in the future. Regulatory efforts to reduce the number of desired claims are another direction.
4) RQ4 – How can users be made aware of data sensitivity? In the interviews, participants compared their behavior to typical Internet services. Therefore, we assume that they at least partly understand the importance of their data but do not see a viable possibility to behave in a privacy-preserving manner. Regarding the designs, the counter was preferred by most participants, followed by alert, privacy smiley, and sensitivity scores. Whether the design helped make decisions had inconclusive answers. In future implementations, other ways of avoiding warning fatigue should be tested, such as varying and combining the designs.

5) RQ5 – How can the design of the mobile user interface help users make privacy-preserving decisions? The designs integrated into the prototype for the user study clearly displayed if more or highly sensitive data was requested. In the interview, the participants indicated that the design with the presented features could raise awareness. It has been stated that more designs may be better. With regard to the user study (e.g., comparing Table 3 with Table 4), we noticed that although participants preferred privacy-aware designs, the decisions do not reflect this. The discussions with participants showed that other factors may be more important when making decisions. We assume that restricting the requested data and varying privacy-aware designs helps users make privacy-preserving decisions in the longer term.

B. PRIVACY DISCLOSURE BY USERS

Convenience or more general benefits seem to be correlated with willingness to disclose personal information. Laufer and Wolfe [58] describe the principle of the calculus of behavior. They state that privacy is not context-free. Culnan and Armstrong [59] introduce the term privacy calculus, which is used in related literature [60]–[62]. The privacy calculus explains that the customer discloses personal data if the benefits exceed the risks [59]. Similar behavior was observed in our user study.

According to Knijnenburg et al. [61], privacy disclosure is a complex topic. They describe privacy as contextualized anticipatory reflections, taking several observations into account. The term ‘anticipatory’ refers to the fact that participants may not be able to grasp the full variety of risks involved in their actions. Not only could users experience an illusion of increased privacy, but they could also be tempted to share more data than they would otherwise. Privacy by design, as aimed by SSI, can help users. By requiring minimal data sharing, risks are mitigated. Minimal data sharing cannot be guaranteed if the user is in full control.

Dinev and Hart provide insights into the nature of the privacy paradox [60], stating that only because people share their data, this does not mean that they are not concerned about sharing it. The user study supports this assumption. Moreover, the awareness designs increased this concern, although this increase was only partly reflected in users’ behavior.

C. THE ROLE OF TRUST AND PERCEPTION OF SENSITIVITY

According to Morosan [63], the magnitude of the relationship between privacy concerns and willingness to disclose is relatively low. Furthermore, Dinev and Hart note that trust is strongly related to the willingness to disclose. This is consistent with the findings of Agarwal et al. [64]. Moreover, Dinev and Hart refer to personal interests as an additional factor. Indeed, some users stated that their trust in the verifier or the wallet itself was the reason for sharing their data.

People in the study seemed to have a different perception of the sensitivity of their data. While some had no problems sharing their credit card information, others refused to make a transaction with their credit card. In addition, some participants did not think their health data were highly sensitive. Li [65] reasons that information may cause different perceptions of sensitivity for different users who share in different contexts. We assume that if users do not know that sharing
is unnecessary, they will share more data than they should. Agarwal et al. [64] mention that salient beliefs and contextual differences are also important for understanding consumers’ reactions. The beneficial effect of disclosure outweighs the negative effects and may counteract privacy measures [63]. In addition, the participants probably had previous experiences with sharing their data, which was beneficial to them but led to no visible downsides.

**D. INTERFACE DESIGN IMPLICATIONS**

Often, the participants did not seem aware of the risks or considered them to be lower. Moreover, some participants compared sharing data in an SSI wallet by accepting a cookie policy, terms, and conditions. Therefore, we assume that users consider the privacy choices SSI wallets provide similarly, despite the data being generally more sensitive. The willingness to disclose personal information seems influenced by many factors, including trust, fear, convenience, personal interests, benefits, and habits. Organizations have started to let users pay with their personal information, and, as Evens and Damme [66] discovered, users are willing to make that trade. This becomes problematic with a user-centered concept such as SSI. The proposed awareness designs influenced users’ privacy concerns, but had a smaller influence on their sharing behavior. In the prototype, users were able to select additional information. This provided them with the possibility of sharing more information for better services. However, minimization is currently possible only if users have a minimal amount of choice.

In consequence, producing the greatest balance of benefits over harm was considered. Although users could benefit from the purpose of giving them possibilities and control, the privacy of the user is harmed in the long run by preferring other aspects to privacy. At the same time, these aspects were beneficial to the user.

**E. IMPACT ON CURRENT SSI WALLETS**

Comparing our awareness designs with wallets in the app stores (see Section III-B), we notice that the examples mostly provide even less information than we did at the beginning of our study. Users can view the claims and the issuer, but cannot receive a detailed view of both. The pre-study verified our assumption made by studying current SSI wallets that users already have to be aware of their data to make well-considered decisions. Hence, an issuer could claim to be another entity without any problem. In addition, users can accept all requests of one verifier, which these can take advantage of, and the data is blurred similarly to passwords. This may result in users sending more data than originally intended. Thereby, similar problems exist as in the German ID-Wallet [53], which was removed from the app stores due to vulnerabilities. However, too many requests can result in users clicking away the notifications, as used with cookie banners and other examples. Consequently, a balance must be found between convenience and security.

This demonstrates that security and usability have to be considered from the beginning when designing and implementing an SSI wallet. The implementation of the proposed awareness designs is feasible. Nonetheless, further work is required to determine the correct balance between notifications and convenience for users with varying technical expertise. This should result in the development of detailed design guidelines. Finally, existing SSI wallets and other SSI entities have to be analyzed in terms of their security.

**F. FUTURE WORK**

In future work, we plan to further explore the field of awareness design in the context of mobile SSI wallets. Not all designs shown in the design space were used in this study, and the study results can enhance the applied designs. We are particularly interested in measures targeting long-term behavioral changes with diverse participants (technical expertise, accessibility, etc.). Furthermore, we want to evaluate more existing SSI wallets and explore design recommendations, as well as passive privacy-preserving mechanisms. Finally, we plan to focus on the security threats of SSI wallets and their relationship to awareness design.

**IX. CONCLUSION**

SSI wallets promise to be the next step in identity management. By following the concept of privacy by design, using a user-centered approach, and incorporating modern cryptographic techniques, users’ privacy can be theoretically secured. To review privacy, a pre-study and the following user study with a refined mobile SSI wallet prototype were carried out. The results revealed that current wallets have good usability and can be easily adopted. However, the results also showed that users prefer to trade personal data for convenience or benefits. Therefore, four privacy awareness design solutions were tested in the user study. The awareness designs, except for the alert, increased the participants’ privacy concerns. Nonetheless, most participants shared highly sensitive data to receive promised benefits. Awareness designs could protect users from revealing too much information, but could not hinder them completely. Conversely, SSI could lead to a situation that contradicts the concept’s goals: users could get in a situation where they would share more data with a mobile SSI wallet than they would have without.

**APPENDIX A QUESTIONNAIRE**

The questionnaire was used for both the pre-study and the user study.

- **Demographic Questions (open questions)**
  - What is your participant ID?
  - What is your gender?
  - What is your age in years?
  - What is your nationality?
  - In which country do you live?
-- What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed?
-- What is your current employment status?
-- Do you have color blindness?

• Questions about Technological Affinity (open questions)
-- Do you use Apple Pay, Google Pay, or equivalent?
-- How often do you use your smartphone?
-- How far do you agree with the following sentence: I like to occupy myself in greater detail with technical systems.

• Questions about the SSI wallet (Likert scale)
-- It was easy to interact with the wallet.
-- I enjoy using the wallet.
-- I was confused by the wallet.
-- I had trust in the integrity of the wallet.
-- I had control over my personal data.
-- The transmission of personal information was cumbersome to achieve.
-- I have the feeling that I only transmitted personal information that was truly necessary to process my request.
-- I was afraid that I could transmit too much personal information about myself.
-- I like this form of wallet more than a traditional, physical one.

APPENDIX B PRE-STUDY

Table 5 shows the participants and the prototype design version per round.

TABLE 5: Participants and the prototype design version for each round. Two combinations (no-detail + detail, selectable + no-detail) were repeated, as two participants (#2 and #3) did not recognize the expandability of the view. Therefore, they were not able to see more details. One participant realized this when scanning the second QR code (#2) and the other was pointed to this during the final discussion (#3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Round 1</th>
<th>Round 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>no-detail</td>
<td>selectable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>no-detail</td>
<td>detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>selectable</td>
<td>no-detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>detail</td>
<td>no-detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>no-detail</td>
<td>detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>detail</td>
<td>selectable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>selectable</td>
<td>no-detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>no-detail</td>
<td>no-detail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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